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Leicester Lane, Desford, Leicestershire: Archaeological Evaluation 

An Archaeological Evaluation of Land off Leicester Lane, Des ford, 
Leicestershire (SK 481 033) Planning Application No: 99/00992/4 

John Thomas 

Summary 

Archaeological field evaluation in the form of trial trenching took place on land off 
Leicester Lane, Desford, Leicestershire between the 23rd and the 31st of March 1999. 
The work was ·undertaken on behalf of Twigden Homes by University of Leicester 
Archaeological Services and consisted of twelve trenches. An initial desk-based 
assessment had highlighted the archaeological potential of the site and subsequent 
geophysical survey revealed anomalies which were consistent with archaeological 
remains. The trial trenching proved that the anomalies, on the whole, were of post -
medieval or later date. The majority of the trenches also held evidence for ridge and 
furrow agriculture. A small group of trenches however, situated near the top of the 
slope at the western end of the site, produced evidence for activity from the Bronze 
Age, Iron Age and Romano-British periods.. The evidence included a dense scatter of 
intercutting features, possibly reflecting pits, ditches and structural activity. Two 
areas of very leached soil were recorded, one of which produced worked flint of 
possible early Bronze Age date (c. 2000-1500BC). Several sherds of late Iron 
Age/transitional pottery were also recovered hinting at 1st century BC/AD 
occupation. The majority of the features appeared to be of Romano-British date, 
predominantly 2nd-4th century AD. Of those excavated the most interesting were the 
remains of a possible corn drying oven with good preservation of organic remains. A 
substantial ditch with at least two phases of use, was revealed which may enclose the 
majority of the archaeqlogical activity. Limited evidence was also recovered for 
archaeological activity beyond the possible confines of the ditch. 

1. Introduction 

1.1 An application has been submitted to Hinckley and Bosworth Borough 
Council for residential development on land off Leicester Lane, Desford, 
Leicester.shire (SK 481 033), Planning Application No: 99/00992/4, by Twigden 
Homes Ltd. 

1.2 Following an Archaeological Desk-based Assessment and subsequent 
geophysical survey, undertaken by University of Leicester Archaeological Services 
(ULAS Reports 99/09 and 99/30), a programme of trial trenching was commissioned 
by Twigden Homes. 

1.3 The trial trench evaluation phase of the work was undertaken by ULAS and 
consisted of 12 trenches. A strategy for the work was set out in the Design 
Specification for Archaeological Evaluation at Leicester Lane, Desford, 
Leicestershire (ULAS 11-3-99 - hereinafter DS). The area of geophysical anomalies, 
totalling some 3800 sq. m, was sampled by c. 228 sq. m of trial trenching providing a 
6% sample. The remainder of the proposed development area, totalling 3 .27ha, was 
sampled by c. 195 sq. m oftrial trenching to provide a 0.6% sample of the area. The 
work took place between the 23rd and the 31st of March 1999. 
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2. Location 

2.1 The site lies approximately llkm west of Leicester in Desford parish in the 
district of Hinckley and Bosworth (SK 481 033, Figure 1 ). It consists of an area of 
some 3.64 ha. The farmhouse and attached barn of Old Manor Farm and an adjacent 
pigeon cote, to the north-west of the proposed development area, are Grade 11 listed 
buildings (Sites and Monuments Record Ref. 40SE BB). Situated within the ~outhem 
extent of the historic settlement core of Desford (SMR Ref. 40SE BQ}, the proposed 
development area is recognised as having archaeological potential. The area lies at a 
height of c. 120-130 m on a south-east facing slope. 

2.2 The Ordnance Survey Geological Survey of Great Britain Sheet 155 indicates 
that the underlying geology consists largely of sand and gravel and Mercia Mudstone 
(with bands of sandstone). 

3. Historical and Archaeological Background 

3.1 Historical Background 

Land was owned in Desford by Hugh of Grandmesnil at the time of the Domesday 
Book. Hugh of Grandmesnil died in 1093 and subsequently Des ford became one of 
the manors comprising the earldom of Leicester, the first Earl of Leicester being 
Robert, count of Meulan. In 1261 it entered the hands of Simon de Montfort. 
Desford belonged to the earl of Lancaster in 1297, during which time it included 'a 
chief Messuage (house and land}, with garden, worth 40s'. The land remained in 
Lancaster's hands throughout the fourteenth century. By 1419 it had passed with the 
Duchy of Lancaster's laqds, into the hands of the crown. During the medieval period 
the development area was within what was called Forest Field, and was likely to have 
been under arable cultivation. 

The Old Hall building was 'built by the Muxloe family on a parcel of land belonging 
to Mr. Muxloe' (Chapman Unpublished), probably between 1630 and 1640. The Hall 
passed into the hands of Francis Muxloe in 1699, who died in 1724. Edward Muxloe 
was the owner, at the time of Enclosure. Before 1874 the Old Manor Farm was 
owned by Mr Chamberlain and tenanted out (Dickson 1974, 64). In 1909 the property 
was purchased by Leicestershire County Council. In 1972 the building was 
refurbished and repaired (S Chapman Unpublished). 

The earliest available map of Desford is the 1644 survey of the manor of Thomas 
Muxloe, the lord and ?builder of the manor, which was still crown property. The 
1760 Enclosure Map shows the area of the proposed development to consist of the old 
hall, attached barn and pigeoncote. Mr Muxloe is noted as the owner of the 'Old 
Hall'. The remainder of the proposed development area consists of a field belonging 
to Edward Muxloe, 'pieces in Forest Field abutting on the ancient homestead of 
Edward Muxloe' (Dickson 1974). The area is not shown on the Tithe Map of 1845. 
The Ordnance Survey maps of 1885, 1903, 1916 and 1930 show that the area has 
remained relatively unchanged. Apart from several outbuildings relating to the listed 
buildings the proposed development area still retains similar property boundaries to 
those recorded in the earliest cartographic sources (Chapman, 1999, 5). 
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Leicester Lane, Desford, Leicestershire: Archaeological Evaluation 

3.2 Archaeological Background 

A known site of archaeological interest, the 17th century farmhouse and attached barn, 
and a 17th-18th century pigeon cote ( SMR Ref. 40SE BB, both Grade 11 listed 
buildings) exist just outside the northwest corner of the proposed development area. 
The area lies within an extensive archaeological landscape surrounded by known sites 
from the prehistoric, Romano-British and medieval periods (see Chapman, 1999, 
Appendix 1 and 2). 

Of particular relevance to the development site· several areas of historical and 
archaeological interest exist in the nearby vicinity. Building work during the 1960's 
at 23 and 29 Main Street, Desford, revealed the remains of two Roman pottery kilns 
which were producing local 'grey ware' during the 2nd Century AD (SMR Ref. 40SE 
BK, TLAHS, 1961-2, 67). Roman pottery finds have also been made at Manor Road, 
Desford (SMR Ref. 40SE CE). 

The proposed development area is also situated within the southern extent of the 
historic core of Desford village, which has been reconstructed from landscape maps 
(SMR Ref. 40 SE CL), and close to the medieval churc~ of St. Martins which has 
surviving parts dating to the 13th century (SMR Ref. 40 SE BQ). 

4. Aims 

The aims of the trial trench phase of the evaluation as set out in the DS were:-

4.1 To establish the nature, character and extent of any archaeological deposits 
within the area to be affe~ted by the proposed development. 

4.2 To establish a date range for any archaeological deposits located. 

4.3 To define the state of preservation of any archaeological deposits, including 
the potential for surviving environmental data. 

4.4 To assess the local, regional . and national importance of any archaeological 
deposits. 

5. Methodology 

5.1 A geophysical survey was undertaken over the proposed development area 
between the 4th and the 9th of February 1999. Four main areas of potential 
archaeological interest were located including two possible rubble spreads, linear and 
pit like anomalies (Butler 1999, 2-3, ULAS Report 99/30). 

5.2 The trial trenches which were to evaluate the geophysical anomalies were 
located with the use of tapes, measuring from known points on the field boundaries. 

5.3 The trenches were excavated using a JCB 3C mechanical digger with a 1.5m 
wide, toothless ditching bucket. The topsoil and subsoil were removed in spits under 
constant archaeological supervision until either archaeological features were revealed, 
the undisturbed natural substrata was reached or to a depth of 1.20m. 
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5.4 The trenches were hand cleaned and limited excavation of archaeological 
features was carried out to determine the character and date of any remains. All 
archaeological features were recorded using the standard ULAS techniques. All work 
followed the Institute of Field Archaeologists (IF A) Standard and Guidance for 
Archaeological Field Evaluations and the Guidelines and Procedures for 
Archaeological Work in Leicestershire and Rut/and (Leicestershire Museums Arts 
and Records Service). 

5.5 The locations of the trenches were recorded using a Topcon GTS 212 
Electronic Distance Measurer linked to a Psion hand held data logger. The data were 
processed using Intsurv2 survey software. 

6. Results of the Evaluation 

6.1 The evaluation consisted of 12 trial trenches. Some of these ( 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, and 
12) were located to sample anomalies from the geophysical survey, while the 
remainder were placed to provide an even sample of the development area. For the 
purposes of the trench details only brief descriptions of the archaeological contexts 
will be given. J: ~11 record can be seen in Appendix 3. 

6.2 Trench 1 

Trench 1 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length ofTrench 
Width ofTrench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

64-66 
lOm 
1.5m 
Between 127.70 and 127.78 
Between 127.42 and 127.45 

Trench 1 was positioned in the northern part of the development area, on a rough 
northeast-southwest alignment, near to ·the boundary with Leicester Lane. The 
purpose of this trench was to evaluate the western linear anomaly. identified during the 

t~· geophysical survey at 'C' (Figure 2). An error in the location of this trench did not 
enable evaluation of the anomaly, the cause of which remains unknown. Removal of 
the topsoil and subsoil layers (Contexts 64 and 65) revealed a natural subsoil of 
yellowish brown sandy clay with patches of pebbling. No archaeological remains 
were observed in this trench, the only disturbance coming from a ftlrrow (Context 66) 
which crossed the northeastern end of the trench in a northwest-southe~t direction. 
Several plough scars were also seen at the southwestern end of the trench following a 
similar alignment. 
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6.3 Trench 2 

Trench 2 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width ofTrench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

Leicester Lane, Desford, Leicestershire: Archaeological Evaluation 

1-8 
20m 
1.5m 
Between 124.10 and 125.06 
Between 123.86 and 124.68 

Trench 2 was also located near to the boundary with Leicester Lane and was 
positioned to assess the easternmost geophysical anomaly at 'C' (Figure 2). Similarly 
to Trench 1, a surveying error led to an inaccurate positioning of the trench and thus 
the anomaly remained untested. The remains of furrows however, were also revealed 
in this trench, following a similar northwest-southeast alignment as the furrow seen in 
Trench 1. These remains were fairly shallow (c. 0.07m deep) and roughly lm in 
width. At the southeastern end of the trench a small linear feature. did not form any 
regular shape and may have been the product of several intercutting plough scars. 

· This idea is supported by the similarity of fill, alignment and quality of survival to 
those revealed in the other medievaVpost medieval agricultural remains in Trenches 1 
and2. 

6.4 Trench 3 (Figur~ 4) 
Trench 3 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width ofTrench · 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

9-15 
26.40m 
1.50m 
Between 125.56 and 127.48 
Between 125.13 and 127.12 

This trench was located on the western side of the development area on· an east-west 
alignment. Two linear features were rev~aled cutting the natural sandy clay (Cuts 13 
and 15). Cut 13 (Figure 6 A) crossed the trench on a north, northeast-south, southwest 
alignment and may have been slightly curved although the limitations of the trench 
may have distorted this. A lower fill (Context 10) produced post-medieval pottery 
providing a possible 17th/18th century date for its backfilling. To the west of this, 
near the centre of the trench, a narrow linear feature (Cut 15, Figure 6 B) was aligned 
north, northeast-~outh, southwest and possibly represented a gully or the plough 
damaged remains of a ditch. No datable evidence was recovered although the nature 
of the fill (Context 14) was very different to those of Cut 13 but similar to the fills of 
earlier features in other in nearby trenches (see below). 
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6.5 Trench 4 

Trench 4 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width of Trench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

Leicester Lane, Desford, Leicestershire: Archaeological Evaluation 

63 and 67 
18.50m 
1.50m 
Between 125.31 and 126.90 
Between 125.17 and 126.48 

Trench 4 was located towards the eastern side of the northern field, near the base of 
the slope and was roughly aligned northwest-southeast. Removal of the topsoil layer 
(Context 67) revealed a large, single furrow (Context 63) running slightly off centre 
with the trench, cutting the sandy clay natural. No evidence of any archaeological 
remains were observed. 

6.6 Trench 5 (Figure 4) 
Trench 5 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length ofTrench 
Width of Trench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

15-19, 32-60 
c. 25m (and 8m spur) 
l.Sm 
Between 126.52 and 128.25 
Between 126.41 and 127.65 

Trench 5 was located near the centre of the northern part of the proposed development 
area and was aligned roughly east-west. Removal of the topsoil and subsoil revealed a 
varying natural substrata consisting of alternating bands of gravels and clays. Cutting 
the natural subsoils a dense scatter of intercutting archaeological features was 
observed. At the eastem.end of the trench an additional 'spur' some Sm in length was 
excavated in order to shed further light on the character and density of the features 
revealed. 

. . 
At the western end of the trench a single small pit or posthole, roughly central to the 
trench, was revealed (Cut 34 (Figure 6 C) and survived to a depth of c. 0.34m. 
Slightly to the east of this a possible butt-ending gully entered the trench from the 
south (Context 40). Adjacent to this lay a group of intercutting features, the forms of 
which were not easily definable in the context of the narrow trench. The earliest of 
the deposits was an area of very pale and leached silty sandy clay, possibly the fill of a 
linear feature, which produced two worked flints of probable early Bronze Age date 
(c. 2000-1500 BC) . . Cutting this on the northern side of the trench, a possible circular 
pit had two visible fills (Contexts 42 and 43). Entering the trench from the south was 
a large angular deposit (Context 41) whose fill contained a large amount of charcoal. 
All of these features remained unexcavated. 

Further east a narrow, slightly curving gully entered the trench fro;rn the north 
(Context 44). Adjacent to this, and to the east, an area of silty gravel with a high 
charcoal content may have been a ditch (Context 45). This was seen to cut a very pale 
deposit (Context 46) which was very similar to Context 39 (see above). Slightly east 
of Contexts 45 and 46 two possible butt ending linear features (Contexts 47 and 48) 
had an uncertain relationship, their fills were indistinguishable. 
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At the eastern end of the trench a complex sequence of intercutting features/deposits 
was observed. The earliest of these (Context 52) was an area of sandy silty clay 
containing charcoal. This may have been the fill of a feature although no edges could 
be seeri. Cutting this a curvilinear gully was seen to enter the trench from the north 
(Context 51). Together with Context 49, the two form a rough semi-circle suggestive 
of some· fonn of small structure. The latest feature in the sequence appeared in plan to 
be a butt ending gully aligned north-south (Cut 19 Figure 6 D). Upon excavation 
however feature proved to have a slightly off-centre 'figure of eight'.· Cut 19 had been 
cut into the natural clay subsoil which had a slightly fired appearance. Two fills were 
visible in the excavated section (Contexts 16 and 17) both of which contained large 
amounts of burning debris, particularly 17 which was almost pure charcoal. 
Scattered between the intersection of the main trench and the 'spur' a group of 
possible postholes may have been related (Contexts 50, 53, 54, 56, possibly 57 and 
Cut 36). An excavated example of these features (Cut 36 Figure 6 E) proved that they 
are likely to be fairly shallow and damaged by later agriculture. Crossing the centre 
of the 'spur' on a northwest-southeast alignment, a linear feature (Context 55) was 
almost certainly related to the ditch which was seen to butt end in the main trench 
(Context 48). South of this, on an east-west alignment, lay a shallow gully (Cut 38 
Figure 6 F) which remained undated. To the south of this three unexcavated postholes 
(Contexts 58, 59 and 60) lay on a similar alignment to Cut 38 and may have been 
related." 

6.7 Trench 6 (Figure 5) 
Trench 6 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width ofT~ench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

20-28, 30 and 31 
38.50m 
1.50m 
Between 129.02 and 129.30 
Between128.68 and 129.59 

This trench was situated along the northwestern edge of the northern field on a 
southwest-northeast alignment. The purpose of Trench 6 was to evaluate a large 
geophysical anomaly ('B' Figure 2). Upon excavation the cause of the anomaly 
proved to be a spread of brick rubble which was revealed just below the topsoil, 
however archaeological remains below the rubble spread were seen to cut the natural 
sand and gravel. 

The main archaeological feature was a substantial linear anomaly, some 6m wide, 
which crossed the trench on a rough westnorthwest-eastsouth~ast alignment. Sample 
excavation of the feature revealed that at least two phases of ditch were represented 
although this was not evident on the surface. The earliest ditch recorded (Cut 20) had 
a fairly steep sloping eastern edge and at least four episodes of filling (Contexts 24-
27). No datable evidence was recovered from the earlier ditch however a clear re-cut 
(Cut 28) yielded a concentration of late Romano-British pottery (for Section Drawing 
see Figure 6 G). An isolated posthole (Cut 31 Figure 6 H) was also recorded to the 
south-west of the ditches which remained undated. 

At the southwestern end of the trench the remains of a former field boundary were 
seen on a northwest-southeast alignment. The line of the boundary can be traced in 
the field through a series of linear banks, trees and bushes. It was also evident in the 
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results of the geophysical survey. An area of disturbance adjacent to the fic]d 
boundary contained post-medieval pottery and may be associated with root activity. 
The very southwestern end of the trench contained a mixed area of disturbed and 
compacted gravels which survived to a depth of c. 0.15m above the undisturbed 
natural. 

6.8 Trench 7 (Figure 5) 
Trench 7 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width of Trench · 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

6& and 69 
30m 
1.sm 
Between 128.68 and 128.28 
Between 128.17 and 127.80 

Trench 7 lay parallel to Trench 6 and was also designed to test the large geophysical 
anomaly ('B' Figure 2) for which the cause proved to be the same spread of brick 
rubble. No definite archaeological features were recognised within the trench 
although the natural subsoil was very changeable with some areas having a slightly 
disturbed appearance. Towards the southwestern end of the trench a further section of 
the extant field boundary was revealed. To the southwest of this an area of compacted 
natural gravel roughly corresponded to the similar area of Trench 6. 

6.9 Trench 8 (Figure 5) 
Trench 8 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width ofTrench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

61, 62,70 and 71 
24m 
1.5m 
Between 129.98 and 130.63 
Between 129. 45 and 130.04 

Trench 8 was located in the western corner of the northern field, near the boundary 
with Old Manor Farm. On a northwest-southeast alignment, the trench was positioned 
to assess the nature of two amorphous geophysical anomalies, the cause of which 
appeared to be related to the brick rubble spreads observed beneath the topsoil layers 
in Trenches 6 and 7. Beneath the rubble and subsoil layers two features were seen to 
cut the natural sand and gravels. A narrow linear feature in the northwestern half of 
the trench had a rough northeast-southwest alignment. Its fill held post-medieval 
pottery and brick fragments and remained unexcavated. To the southeast of this, a 
relatively recent animal burial was discovered (Context 62). No other remains were 
located in the trench although a fragment of quem (grinding) stone was discovered on 
the trenches' spoilheap. 
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6. 1 0 Trench 9 
Trench 9 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width of Trench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

Leicester Lane. Desfonl. Leicestershire: Arclweulogical Evaluation 

72-74 
11.50m 
1.50m 
Between 126.87 and 127.69 
Between 126.46 and 127.19 

Trench 9 was situated to the south of Trench 5, on a northwest-southeast alignment. 
This was an additional trench to the original design and was excavated to determine 
the limits of the activity encountered in Trench 5. Removal of the topsoil and subsoil 
layers revealed a single furrow, slightly off-centre to the alignment of the trench, 
which cut the natural subsoil. No archaeological remains were observed. 

6.11 Trench 10 
Trench 10 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width of Trench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

75 and 76 
20m 
1.5m 
Between 112.89 and 114.29 
Between 112.49 and 113.90 

Trench 10 was located in the northwestern half of the southern field where the ridge 
and furrow remains were more evident as earthworks. The trench was positioned 
along a ridge earthwork in order to assess a potentially less disturbed area of the field. 
Removal of the topsoil and subsoil layers (Contexts 75 and 76) revealed no evidence 
of any archaeological rell).ains cutting the natural sandy clay. 

6.12 Trench 11 
Trench 11 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width of Trench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 

77 
20m 
1.5m 
Between 111.17 and 112.65 
Between 110.17 and 112.34 

Trench 11 was situated to the southeast of Trench 10 along a similar alignment. 
Removal of the topsoil (Context 77) revealed no archaeological remains cutting the 
boulder clay natural. Several plough scars were noted running the length of the 
trench. 
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6.13 Trench 12 
Trench I 2 Details 
Context Numbers 
Length of Trench 
Width of Trench 
Surface Level (m OD) 
Base of Trench (m OD) 
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78 and 79 
20m 
1.5m 
Between 110.36 and 110.84 
Between 109.34 and 109.79 

This trench was positioned at the southeasten1 end of the southern field, near the 
stream, on a northwest-southeast alignment. The purpose of the trench was to 
evaluate several small geophysical anomalies which possibly reflected buried iron or 
rubble. Beneath the topsoil (Context 78) a thick subsoil layer (Context 79) probably 
reflected a build-up of alluvial/colluvial cover from episodes of flooding and 
destabilising of the hill soils from agriculture. No archaeological remains were 
revealed cutting the natural subsoil which consisted of loose sands. 

7. Discussion 

7.1 The programme of trial trenching has revealed evidence of archaeological 
activity within the proposed development area from prehistoric and Romano-British 
times. There was also some evidence for post-medieval activity although this was 
limited. The geophysical anon1alies which were evaluated were of post-medieval or 
later origin. The large anomalies evaluated by Trenches 6, 7 and 8 proved to reflect a 
spread of brick rubble, perhaps from outbuildings associated with Old Manor Farm. 
All archaeological remains encountered appeared to lie beneath layers of topsoil and 
subsoil of varying depths (between 0.30-0.40m) and there was evidence of medieval 
ridge and furrow agriculture which will have truncated remains surviving at such 
shallow levels. The natural subsoil was changeable and mixed throughout although 
there was a general trend to\\·ards sandier gravels at the higher, western side of the site 
in contrast to the clay naturals in the lower areas. 

7.2 Trenches 1 and 2 . revealed evidence of ridge and furrow agriculture running 
northwest-southeast. This was consistent with the alignment indicated by the results 
of the geophysical survey and the visible remains in the field. A surveying error led to 
a misplacement of the trenches with the effect that they did not coincide with the 
intended anomalies ('C' Figure 2). This can possibly be explained by errors arising 
from a lack of consistency between the digitised mapping and field surveying. Re
consideration of the said anomalies has found them to be particularly weak and 
anomalous therefore confidence in their initial interpretation as archaeological 
features cannot be certain (A. Butler-geophysicist, pers comm). 

7.3 Trench 3 held a pair of linear features, one of which may be dated to the post
medieval period. The other has not been dated although the nature of the feature, and 
its fill, strongly suggests an earlier origin and a connection with the remains found in 
Trench 5 (see below) seems likely. 

7.4 In Trench 5 a dense scatter of archaeological features were revealed with 
evidence for much intercutting of features suggesting several episodes of activity. 
The 'keyhole' nature of trial trenching hinders interpretation of archaeological 
remains, however the evidence suggests possible structural activity in the form of 
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postholes and gullies, and possible ditched enclosures. Although the quantity of finds 
was not great, what was found indicates use of the area from the early Bronze Age, 
Iron Age and Romano-British periods. 

7.5 The recovery of early Bronze Age flintwork from Context 39 in Trench 5 
suggests activity of this period within the development area. Although not excavated, 
the finds were firmly embedded within the context, emerging during cleaning. A 
patch of similar soil to the east may also be related. The form of the two tools may 
indicate that they were used in domestic activity 

7.6 What appeared to be a small linear feature at the eastern end of Trench 5 may 
be a corn drying oven. The full extent of the feature was not revealed however the 
'figure of eight' shape of the visible part resembles the form of flues from other 
examples as at Halstock, Dorset (Morris 1979, 1 0). A pronounced 'waist' or 
narrowing of the flue has been seen as an attempt to restrict flames entering the main 
drying area (Morris 1979, 1 0). Corn driers are fairly common on Romano-British 
rural sites although their function remains uncertain. In the context of Leicestershire 
very few features of this type have been discovered, and of these the potential for 
charred plant remains, which may give indications of function, has been sparse. 
Limited environmental sampling of the feature indicates that the survival -of charred 
plant remains is good (see below Appendix I) and future work may add greatly to our 
understanding of such structures in the county. 

7.7 In Trench 6 a single posthole and a substantial ditch were located. The ditch, 
with evidence of at least two phases of use, was evidently an important boundary 
feature. Although the earliest ditch cut was not dated, a later Romano-British date 
(3rd-4th century AD) can be established for the last phase of use. No indication of the 
ditch was seen in the original fluxgate gradiometer survey however limited resistivity 
survey during the evaluation added to a reassessment of the original survey data, has 
hinted that the ditch may form part of a large enclosure. Further inspection of the 
original data has also highlighted what may be pit groups and a possible kiln within 
the confines of the ditch, and pits and ditches on the exterior. Additional evidence for 
the possibility of activity beyond the limits of the putative enclosure came in the form 
of a chance find of quem stone fragment from the spoil heap of Trench 8. Enough 
recognisable characteristics survive on the stone to suggest an early Romano-British 
form ofthe flat-topped variety described by Curwen (1937, 144). · 

7.8 Two areas of slightly disturbed and compacted gravel were recognised at the 
southwestern ends of Trenches 6 and 7. These correspond with a slight linear 
depression, noticeable in the field, which aligns with the relict field boundary and 
heads towards the existing rear gateway of Old Manor Farm. It seems likely that 
these remains relate to a former trackway, the date of which is uncertain. 

7.9 The remainder of the trenches failed to reveal any evidence of archaeological 
activity. Two relatively modern features in Trench 8 included a post-medieval gully 
and recent animal burial. Trench 9 held more evidence of ridge and furrow. In the 
southern field, further evidence of ridge and furrow was encountered as well as an 
indication of alluvial!colluvial cover near the stream. No remains were associated 
with the anomalies at 'D' and it seems likely that their cause, perhaps brick or iron 
fragments, existed in the topsoil. 

ULAS Report 99/72 @ 1999 11 
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8. Conclusion 

8.1 In terms of the specific aims of the project, outlined in Part 4. above, the trial 
trcnching has served to identify several areas of archaeological activity representing a 
broad 2nd-4th century AD date, with evidence of earlier, possible Bronze Age and 
Iron Age activity. Transitional material between the Iron Age and Romano-British 
periods on the site is sparse although this is probably only a reflection of the limited 
sampling. The possible enclosure ditches indicate a later Roman recut as the final 
phase and it cannot be dismissed that the earlier, larger ditch may have Iron Age or 
earlier, origins. Further work may help to reveal the full chronology of the site and 
shed some light on the activities carried out by those who occupied the area. 

8.2 Desford has previously been associated with what has been termed the 
'Leicester Forest pottery industry' (Liddle 1982, 42) along with several other sites 
displaying evidence of industrial activity including nearby sites at New Park Farm 
(Leicester Museums 1970, 76), to the east of the site, and Newbold Verdon, to the 
west (Liddle 1982, 42). These sites all occur near the natural outcrop of boulder clay 
(for raw material) and are located near to the edge of the area that, in medieval times, 
was Leicester Forest (a source of fuel). Together with the existence of 2nd century 
AD pottery kilns (40SE BK) and Roman pottery (40SE CE) in the centre of Des ford, 
the remains from this site hint at large sc.ale early activity. Further work on the site 
may provide evidence for some of the earliest settlement of the village. 
8.3 The employment of an alternative geophysical approach (resistivity) during 
the evaluation provided more defined results than those of the original survey 
(magnetic susceptibility see below Appendix 2). In the light of this, and the results 
from the trenching, it is suggested that as an aid to any future planning of 
archaeological work on. the site a wider survey using the resistivity method, be 
undertaken. The results of this may further define the area of the large ?enclosure 
ditch and any associated features. It should also be highlighted that there is some 
evidence for activity beyond the bounds of the ditch. 

9. Archive 

The site archive consists of:-
site indices, 
12 trench recording sheets, 
79 recording sheets, 
4 pencil drawn A2 permagraph sheets containing trench plans 
and section drawings, 
colour slide and monochrome ph~tographic record, 
1 box containing finds (pottery, flint) 
and EDM survey data processed using Intsurv2 survey 
software. 
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Appendix I-Tile Finds 

The Iron Age and Roman Pottery- Nicholas J. Cooper 

A total of27 sherds of Iron Age and Roman pottery weighing 430g was retrieved (see 
Table below). The Roman material came predominantly from context (23) and 
cleaning over the top of it in Trench 6, and the dated pieces indicate a later Roman 
date. Two of the three sherds of probably late Iron Age or transitional handmade 
pottery with a regular vertical scored pattern and a grog-tempered fabric were 
retrieved from (16). However, also from this context was the rim of a late Roman 
shell-tempered jar which will date to the fourth century and possibly after AD 350. 
This may indicate that ( 16) was cutting a late Iron Age feature and was contaminated. 
Alternatively, the shell-tempered rim, which is heavily weathered could have been 
intrusive in this context. The third sherd of Late Iron Age or transitional pottery was 
unstratified from Trench 5. 

Iron Age and Roman Pottery from an Evaluation at Desford XA38.1999 

Context Fabric Form Rim Dec Sherds Wt(g) Date 
Tr.5 (16) lA HM Grog ?Jar Reg. Score 2 36 Late lA 
Tr.5 (16) CG1B Jar hook bead 1 64th cent 
Tr.5 US lA HM Grog ?Jar 1 19 Late lA 
Tr.5 US C2 ?flagon roulette 1 20 4th cent 
Tr.5 US GW (Grog) ?jar 1 12 ?L.1st cent 

Tr.6 (23} CG1 jar 1 14 Roman 
Tr.6 (23} OW2 jar 1110 lid-seat 1 12 Roman 
Tr.6 (23} OW/C13 1 5 Poss C13 
Tr.6 {23) GW (sandy} Bowl V Bead & Fl 3 70 250-400 
Tr.6 (23) GW (sandy) Jar 1 67 Roman 
Tr.6 (23) GW4 Mise 4 85 Roman 
Tr.6 US OW2 ?jar 1 7 Roman 
Tr.6 US OW/C13 1 2 2nd-4th 
Tr.6 US GW (grog) Jar bead 1 12 ?L.1 st cent 
Tr.6 US GW Mise 5 21 2nd-4th 
us GW (sandy) Jar hook bead 2 42 2nd-4th 
Total 27 430 

For Codings see Pollard 1994 p51 

The Flintwork- Lynden Cooper 

Two pieces of worked flint were recovered from the top of Context 39, Trench 5, 
during cleaning. One appears to be a thumbnail scraper, but it also shows some edge 
utilisation along an otherwise unmodified flake edge i.e. a multi-functional tool. The 
scraper edge has fine removals, characteristic of pressure flaking. The material is 
translucent brown, with a round, grey cherty inclusion towards the centre of the flake. 
The flake may have been deliberately chosen due to this inclusion-perhaps for its 
unusual appearance or for more functional reasons. It makes a useful finger stop for 
holding the piece. The other piece is a small modified flake with a snapped distal end, 
possibly a knapping accident. One edge has very abrupt, fine retouch perhaps as an 
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aid to holding the piece. Part of the opposing edge has minute fine retouch/edge 
utilisation. The bulbar tip is rounded off demonstrating prolonged use as an 
awl/piercer. Suggested date for both pieces is early Bronze Age (c. 2000-1500 BC). 
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Assessment of charred plant remains from 1\'lanor Farm, Desford, Leicestershire. 

Date: 27.4.99 Angela Monckton 

Introduction 
An archaeological evaluation was carried out by ULAS directed by John Thomas and 
samples were taken from a possible corn drier of Roman date. These were processed for 
the recovery of charred plant remains in order to aid in the interpretation of the function 
of the feature. Such remains, if found, can also give evidence of diet and agriculture in 
the past. 

Provenance, Dating and Quantity 
A section was excavated through part of the feature and two samples were taken from the 
upper context ( 16) and one from a charred deposit found in the lower context ( 17) of the 
corn drier. The samples were about 10 litres in size. 

Methods 

Processing: Samples were wet sieved in a York tank using a O.Smm mesh with flotation 
into a O.Smm mesh sieve. The residues were air dried and the fraction over 4mm sorted 
for all finds. The fraction below 4mm was reserved and assessed for the presence of 
remains. The flotation fraction (flot) was air dried and packed carefully in self-seal 
polythene bags and submitted for this assessment. 

Assessment: The flats were examined with a x 10 stereo microscope and the plant 
remains were removed to glass specimen tubes stored with the flot. The plant remains 
were rapidly identified without comparison with modem reference material so the 
identifications should be regarded as provisional. The remains were noted with an 
estimate of quantity and tabulated below (Table E 1 ). Residues were also examined at 
x 10 magnification to determine if the plant _remains had been recovered by flotation. 

Results 
Small numbers of charred plant remains were recovered mainly from the charred deposit 
( 17) which consisted mainly of charcoal. The flat contained 45 cereal grains, the 
majority of which were ofbarley including a few hulled and twisted grains. The grains 
were in abraded condition. The five charred seeds found included goosefoot 
(Chenopodium sp ), knotweed (Polygonum sp) and persicaria (Persicaria sp) all of which 
Cl!e weeds of arable or disturbed ground. Sorting 12% of the residue below 4mm from 
this sample recovered five cereal grains and a grass seed showing that recovery by 
flotation was incomplete but confirming the ab sense of chaff in the sample. On 
examination of the samples from the upper context ( 16) nothing was found in sample 1.1 
with the exception of a small amount of charcoal and a few calcined bone fragments. 
Sample 1.2 contained two barley grains and a cereal grain with a fragment ofhazel nut 
shell (Corylus ave/lana). Sorting 25o/o of each of these residues produced no further 
remains. 

Conclusions . 
Although cereal remains were present in the feature further excavation is necessary to 
determine if these were in situ and to determine the structure of the feature itself. 
Remains found in a feature can simply originate from backfill during disuse so may not 
reflect the function of the feature during use. This seems to be the case with the upper fill 
here (16) which appears to contain only a scatter of domestic waste including nutshell, 
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burnt bone and charcoal with a few cereal grains. The charred deposit ( 17) containing 
charcoal and barley grains with a few weed seeds may also be domestic waste, however it 
may possibly relate to the use of the feature although there is too little evidence to suggest 
which at present. 

Corn driers are thought to have been used for a variety 0f purposes including drying 
cereals for storage, parching cereals before dehusking and for roasting grains for use in 
various foods hence cereals at different stages of processing can be found in these 
structures. Interpretation is complecated because in many cases waste chaff and cereal 
cleanings have been found to have been used as fuel in these structures and cereal grains 
can become accidentally mixed with the fuel. It is possible that barley was processed in 
this feature and a few grains became mixed with wood used as fuel however more 
evidence is necessary to suggest that this is more than a possibility. Only a handfull of 
comdriers are known from Leicestershire and Rutland and the minority of these have any 
evidence from plant remains to suggest their function so further investigation of this 
feature may add substantially to this evidence. 

Further work 
No further work is required on these samples except a summary of the remains should be 
included in any published report. Further investigation of this feature is recommended 
should the opportunity arise. 

Table E 1: Assessment of samples for charred plant remains 

S~mp Cont Feat Samp Vol. Gr er Se Se Leg Nut Char Comments 
No. No. type Vol. mls eh eh eh un eh eh 

litres 
·1.1 16 Corn 10 Flot - - - - - - fl all roots 

drier 50 
Res - - - - - - + 25% sorted. 
950 Few calcined bone frags. 

1.2 16 Corn 10 Flot 3 - - - - 1 + 2 barley grains and one 
drier 75 cereal, hazel nut shell frag. 

Res - - - - - - + 25% sorted. 
800 

2 17 Corn 7 Flot 45 - 5 - - - ++ 26 barley grains and 19 
drier 240 cereal grains, 3 goosefoot 

seeds, 1 knotweed and 1 
persicaria seed. 
Abundant charcoal. 

Res 5 - 1 - - - + 12.5o/o sorted. 
1200 3 barley grains and 2 

cereal grains, 1 grass seed. 

Key: Gr = cereal grain, Cf = chaff, Se = seed, eh = charred, un = uncharred, Leg = legume, Nut = 
nutshell, Char = charcoal, Oth = other charred item, fl = flecks, fr = fragments, + = present, ++ = 
moderate amount, +++=abundant. #=further work required, Res= residue below 4mm. 
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Appendi-.: 2 - Geophysical Survey 

The identification of archaeological features in three evaluation trenches would appear 
to be at odds with the results of the prior fluxgatc gradiometer survey (Butler 1999). 
The survey had located a large area of magnetic disturbance in the north-west of the 
site. This area was tested by Trenches 6 and 7 and a likely cause, a layer of brick 
rubble and ferrous debris below the topsoil, was discovered. Data from the original 
survey was re-analysed with a view to assessing the more ephemeral anomalies. The 
result of this was the identification of several possible anomalies, with magnetic 
intensities of less than +/- lnT, which may include a number of pits, a narrow 
ditch/gully and a possible c.3m wide ditch identified from a positive textural change 
in the data. 

The most surprising aspect of the evaluation was the identification of the wide, deep . 
ditch in Trench 6, which, although probably masked by the brick layer in that area, 
showed little evidence of continuation in the magnetic data outside the disturbance. 
As an approach to explain this, in-situ measurements were taken of the magnetic 
susceptibility within Trench 6 (using a Bartington MS2D field coil). Surprisingly the 
upper ditch fill demonstrated only a low level of magnetic enhancement, a range of 
19-23 x 1 o-5 SI units compared to an average of 14.5 x 1 o-5 SI units for the rest of the 
trench. This, once the features were covered by a layer of topsoil, would be likely to 
produce only a very weak magnetic anomaly when assessed by fluxgate gradiometer. 

It was considered a worthwhile task to ascertain whether a different geophysical 
technique would be useful in detecting archaeological features on the site, and in 
particular the large ditch. A test area of 20m x 40m was set out to intersect with the 

;_ projected line of the ditch in Trench 6. Earth resistance survey was carried out, using a 
Geoscan RM 15 Resistivity Meter, within this area at 1 m intervals at two ele~trode 
spacings of 0.5m and l.Om. The theory of the technique is briefly that the fills of 
archaeological features cut into natural subsoil will have a lower resistance to 
electrical current than the surrounding soil, due to increased moisture retention. The 
different electrode spacings would provide data to different depths- 0.75m and 1.5m 
respectively. 

The results of the l.Om electrode spacing survey is are shown in Figure 4. A linear 
low resistivity anomaly c.6m wide can be seen crossing the area. Such an anomaly 
would usually correspond with a ditch-type feature, and indeed the anomaly runs 
almost directly towards the ditch in Trench 6. The results for both the electrode 
spacing were very similar, demonstrating the anomaly must exist to a depth greater 
than 1.5m, which is also true to the feature in Trench 6. An interpretation diagram 
including both this anomaly and those gleaned from the reanalysis of the magnetic 
data is included in Figure 4. The incorporation of both sets of results would seem to 
suggest that the large ditch found in Trench 6 may well continue west for c. 80m and 
then turn north-east for a further c. 25m. Of course, the interpretation of the 
gradiometer results must remain a hesitant one, due to the extremely low anomaly 
strengths involved. However, the use of earth resistance survey in tracing the 
continuation of the ditch can be recommended as a technique as an aid to planning 
any further archaeological investigation at the site 

Adrian Butler 



Appendbc 3--Full list of contexts 

Area Context Type Comment 
Trench 2 1 FiJI Fill of [2]-mid greyish brown silly sandy clay containing 

frequent pebbles and o~casional charcoal flecks 
Trench 2 2 Cut Cut of furrow-linear, aligned NW -SE, shallow 
Trench 2 3 Fill Fill of [ 4 ]-mid greyish brown silty sandy clay 
Trench 2 4 Cut Cut of furrow-linear, aligned NW -SE, shallow 
Trench 2 5 Fill Fill of [6]-mid greyish brown silty sandy clay with frequent 

pebbles and charcoal flecks 
Trench 2 6 Cut Cut of linear-short length of ?gully, aligned NW -SE sloping 

edges and flat base 
Trench 2 7 Fill Fill of [8]-same as Context 5 
Trench 2 8 Cut Cut of linear-same as Cut 6 
Trench 3 9 Fill Fill of[l3]-firm reddish brown clay 
Trench 3 10 Fi1l Fill of[13]-dark greyish brown sandy silty clay (similar to the 

topsoil)-post medieval pottery 

I Trench 3 11 Fill Fill of[13]-same as Context 10 
Trench 3 12 Fill Fill of[13]-reddish and yellowish brown mixed sandy clays, 

friable 

I 
Trench 3 13 Cut Cut of possible linear, apparently post medieval but unresolved, 

steep sloping sides, flat base 
Trench 3 14 Fill Fill of [ 15]-dark greyish brown, friable sandy clay silt with 

occasional small and medium pebbles and charcoal flecks 
Trench 3 15 Cut Cut of linear (gully)-narrow feature, aligned NE-SW with steep 

sloping sides and narrow, rounded base 
Trench 5 16 Fill Fill of [ 19]-dark greyish brownsandy silty clay containing 

abundant charcoal flecks, frequent heat cracked stones and 
occasional burnt bone 

Trench 5 17 Fill Fill of [ 19]-layer of almost pure charcoal, black and moist 
Trench 5 18 Fill Fill of [ 19]-not so much fill as natural clay used as lining-

reddish brown c1ay, some evidence for burning-possibly not in-
situ. 

Trench 6 19 Cut Cut of ?corn drier-apparently linear on surface but slightly off-
centre 'figure of eight' shape when excavated-vertical sides and 
fairly flat base-possibly the flue? 

Trench 6 20 Cut Cut of ditch-large linear ditch crosses trench on WNW-ESE 
alignment, not fully excavated but has fairly steep sloping 

I 
eastern edge, base not seen 

Trench 6 21 Topsoil Very dark greyish brown silty sand 
Trench 6 22 Subsoil Dark brown mixed (plough disturbed) silty sand 
Trench 6 23 Fill Fill of ditch [28]-dark yellowish brown silty sandy clay with 

I occasional pebbles and charcoal flecks, Roman pottery 
Trench 6 24 Fill Fill of ditch [20]-light yellowish brown· silty sand with rare 

pebbles 

I 
Trench 6 25 Fill Fill of ditch [20]-mid yellowish brown silty sand with 

occasional pebbles 
Trench 6 26 Fill Fill of ditch [20]-mid yellowish brown silty sandy clay with 

frequent pebbles 
Trench 6 27 Fill Fill of ditch [20]-mid brown silty sand with occasional pebbles 
Trench 6 28 Cut Cut of ditch-possible recut of ditch [20]-steep eastern edge, 

base not seen 
Trench 7 29 Layer Layer of compacted small and medium sized pebbles in a 

reddish brown silty matrix (not dissimilar from natural subsoil) 
Trench 6 30 Fill Fill of [31 ]-yellowish brown silty sand 
Trench 6 31 Cut Cut of posthole-circular with steep edges and flat base 
Trench 5 32 Fill Fill of [34 ]-dark greyish brown sandy silt with occasional large 

angular stones and small pebbles 
Trench 5 33 Fill Fill of [34 ]-reddish brown sandy silt with charcoal flecks, 

frequent large angular stones and small pebbles 



frequent large angular stones and small pebbles 
Trench 5 34 Cut Cut of posthole/pit-circular with fairly steep sloping edges, 

stepped to the north, and narrow rounded base 
Trench 5 35 Fill Fill of [36]-greyish brown mixed silty clay containing frequent 

small pebbles 
Trench 5 36 Cut Cut of ?posthole-fairly shallow with gently sloping edges and 

flat base (?tnmcated by ploughing) 
Trench 5 37 Fill Fi11 of [38]-greyish brown silty sandy clay with high gravel 

content and occasional charcoal flecks 
Trench 5 38 Cut Cut of linear (?gully)-straight section of ?gully crossing trench 

on an E-W alignment, fairly steep sloping sides and flat base, 
slightly sloping to theN 

Trench 5 39 Fill Fill of possible linear (unexcavated)-very pale reddish brown 
silty sandy clay containing frequent charcoal and pebbles (x2 
worked flints-BA?) 

Trench 5 40 Fill · Fill of possible gully (unexcavated)-greyish brown silty sandy 
clay and gravel mix 

I 
Trench 5 41 Fill Fill of feature (unexcavated)-very dark greyish brown sandy 

silty clay, frequent large pebbles and high charcoal content 
Trench 5 42 Fill Fill of ?pit (unexcavated)-dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 

containing charcoal and large pebbles 

I Trench 5 43 Fill Fill of?pit (unexcavated)-mix of(41) and (42) containing 
charcoal flecks and very occasional stones 

Trench 5 44 Fill Fill of narrow linear (unexcavated)-dark greyish brown sandy 
silt containing frequent charcoal flecks and pebbles 

Trench 5 45 Fill Fill of ?gully (unexcavated)-greyish brown silty sandy clay 
with high gravel and charcoal content 

Trench 5 46 Fill Fill of?feature (unexcavated)-very pale reddish brown silty 
sandy clay 

Trench 5 47 Fill Fill of linear (unexcavated)-greyish brown silty sandy clay 
with occasional charcoal flecks and high gravel content 

Trench 5 48 Fill Fill of linear (unexcavated)-greyish brown silty sandy clay 
with occasional charcoal and high gravel content 

Trench 5 49 Fill · Fill of ?feature (unexcavated)-loose dark greyish brown silty 
pebble patch 

Trench 5 50 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-yellowish brown silty clay 
with concenration of charcoal and small pebbles 

Trench 5 51 Fill Fill of (?curvilinear) gully (unexcavated)-greyish brown silty 

I 
sandy clay containing frequent pebbles and charcoal flecks 

Trench 5 52 Fill Fill of?feature (unexcavated)- dark greyish brown sandy silty 
clay with occasional charcoal flecks and pebbles 

Trench 5 53 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-greyish brown sandy silty clay 

I 
with frequent pebbles 

Trench 5 54 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)- greyish brown sandy silty 
clay with frequent pebbles 

Trench 5 55 Fill Fill of linear-greyish brown sandy silty clay with charcoal 

I flecks and frequent pebbles (Roman pottery from surface) 
Trench 5 56 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-greyish brown sandy silty clay 

containing frequent pebbles 
Trench 5 57 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-greyish brown sandy silty clay 

containing frequent pebbles 
Trench 5 58 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-greyish brown mixed silty 

clay, concentration of pebbles 
Trench 5 59 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-greyish brown mixed sitly 

clay, concentration of pebbles 
Trench 8 60 Fill Fill of ?posthole (unexcavated)-greyish brown silty clay, 

concentration of pebbles 
Trench 8 61 Fill Fill of gully (post medieval)-mixed sands and topsoil like 

material 
Trench 8 62 Fill Fill of animal burial (modem)-yellowish brown sand 
Trench 4 63 Fill Fill of furrow (unexcavated) 
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Trench 1 64 
Trench 1 65 
Trench 1 66 
Trench 4 67 
Trench 7 68 
Trench 7 69 
Trench 8 70 
Trench 8 71 
Trench 9 72 
Trench 9 73 
Trench 9 74 
Trench 10 75 
Trench 10 76 
Trench 11 77 
Trench 12 78 
Trench 12 79 

Topsoil 
Subsoil 
Fill 
Topsoil 
Topsoil 
Subsoil 
Topsoil 
Subsoil 
Topsoil 
Subsoil 
Fill 
Topsoil 
Subsoil 
Topsoil 
Topsoil 
Subsoil 

Dark greyish brown, friable sandy silly clay 
mid greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Fill of furrow (uncxcavated) 
Dark greyish brown, friable silty sandy clay 
Dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Mid greyish brown sandy clay 
Dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Mid greyish brown silty sandy clay 
Dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Mid greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Fill of furrow (unexcavated) 
Dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Reddish brown silty sandy clay 
Dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Very dark greyish brown sandy silty clay 
Mixed silty clays, reddish brown 
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